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Claudia Deutsch, Swiss Consul General Bruno Ryff
with partner, photographer Donna Parker
Swiss General Consul Residence in Hancock Park was very much the place to be this past Monday
if you are Swiss and in entertainment. Their regularly held mixers give each of them a chance to
discuss their artistic endeavors in Hollywood. One of your Daily Truffle editors has a particular
passion for Switzerland having had many a summer at Swiss boarding school Le Rosey. Our
hosts Swiss Consul General Bruno Ryff and his partner photographer Donna Parker introduced to
many interesting people … Michael Gaedecke and his Swiss Center project an outreach project to
preserve an artist residence in Southern Switzerland for Goddard and Remarque ( quite an interesting
story!),

Ambiance at the Swiss Consul General Residence block paintings from artist Marion Duschletta
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a musician from the Hollywood Bowl Christian Poltera who will be performing Thursday eve, and
Claudia Deutsch, Artspace Warehouse gallery owner and President of the Beverly Hills Women’s
Club. Claudia brought along artwork from her gallery by artist Marion Duschletta and incidentally
sold the entire series she brought the next to an attendee at the event (talk about networking that
actually works!). Artspace Warehouse has a new show opening next week which includes an eclectic
mix of international artists and their interpretation of colors and unique use of materials
(incorporating fabrics, thread and other materials).
Artspace Warehouse new show COLORS opening September 21 with an artist reception 7-9pm Artists include LA artist Hanna Cousins (whose artworks reflect the fusion of her Swedish-American
upbringing), LA artist Johnny Taylor (whose pop art mixes an edgy cartoon style with graffiti
elements), Barcelona native and LA artist Raul de la Torre (whose successful worldwide exhibition
history is a reflection of his innovative use of color, color matching thread and other media) Biographies and artworks - Artspace Warehouse on fb - Event info on fb
Claudia is also in charge of The Beverly Hills Women’s Club programming which is always
impressive; this Friday for instance they will have a Melissa Lawson concert at their BHWC
clubhouse in Beverly Hills. They also host weekly cotillion, anyone who grew up in this area
remembers going to this … Opening night at the L.A. Opera is coming up …. chairman of the board
of the LA Opera Marc Stern and his wife Eva Stern will kick off the season (which runs fall, winter,
spring) with a dinner for the Founder’s Circle seat holders and invited guests, followed by
Tchaikovsky’s ”Eugene Onegin” and after party. We have many family members who will be in
attendance so stay tuned for deets. The season officially opens this weekend. @LAOpera
===

David Lynch was once a filmmaker, then a
photographer and now a musician – he held a listening party for his first solo album — “Crazy Clown
Time” — for Soho House members in the Soho House screening room this past Monday for the
release of his new album. No need to stop there – David is also a club owner now, having opened
Silencio in Paris this month – named after the mysterious club featured in his Mulholland Drive
(2001) film. Many guests spilled out of the listening party to cross over the first floor of the members
only club (and we were among them) for Soho House’s “Guest Chef Dinner” with N/Naka – a
Japanese restaurant in Palms (for those of us who don’t venture that far, thanks to Soho House
bringing the food to the people!).
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